More than 60 demonstrations and basic experiments in Optics have been compiled. They can be carried out by secondary and university students in the classroom or at home, and have been conceived considering low cost and easy-to-get materials. The goal is to offer didactic resources, showing that Optics can be taught in an attractive and amusing way. The experiments try to stimulate scientific curiosity, and generate interest in the observation of our physical world. The work could be collected as a book, where each demonstration would be contained in one or two pages, including a title, a list of the required materials and a concise explanation about what to do and observe. Associated with the experimental content, we propose a web page, namely,
Summary
In this work we have prepared more than 60 low cost demonstrations and experiments in Optics. They can be used in the classroom or at home, and have been designed by handling inexpensive and easy to find equipment and materials. Our goals are -To present a pleasant and fun approach to learning Optics -To offer didactical resources for the classroom -To stimulate the scientific curiosity of students in this field -To create interest in the observation of the surrounding physical world
The compilation is addressed in first term to students in the initial university courses. During these years, university programs usually include the theoretical foundations that allow a rigorous and detailed understanding of each experiment. Nonetheless, most experiences are also adequate for secondary school level. In this case, teacher supervision could be important, especially in order to provide the appropriate background. In any case, the collection is also directed to anyone interested in Optics in a wide sense.
Due to their simplicity, the collected experiments can be used to support Optics lessons. They could also become specially helpful because, on the one hand, classical laboratories cannot cover such a wide range of optical phenomena, and, on the other hand, theoretical and laboratory classes could not be simultaneous.
Demonstrations have been classified in two big sections, Geometrical Optics and Wave Optics, following the standard division used in Optics courses. In the Geometrical Optics
This paper is freely available as a resource for the optics and photonics education community. Each experiment description includes a title followed by a list of required materials and a brief explanation on how to proceed. The detailed theoretical explanation can be found in the recommended bibliography, and it depends on the educational level. Appropriate demonstrations for the classroom are pointed out. We also explain how to buy, prepare or use some specific materials.
